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The Sound Of My Voice
Jon Heintz

Listen to the song for the exact strumming patern. And the variatons on the Gm 
during the intro/outro

I put the Gm7 between brackets because i think that the second guitar hits a 
seventh note at the time the first hits a Gm so they both sound good. 

Last, i know the words and chords don t match 100%, please don t kill me!

The Sound Of My Voice - Jon Heintz

Intro: Gm
	
	   ( Gm7)	 Gm
Seems so far away
			                      Bbsus2			
And then it seems so close to me
				                           Gm
and the future s right here in the air and it s clearer
			           Bbsus2
Maybe than it s supposed to be
		     Fsus2	                   	 Gm 
Than it s supposed to be

                            Gm
And it seems so hard to take
				                     Bbsus2
When the question is what s wrong with me
				                       Gm
Cause I m looking myself in the eye in the mirror
			       Bbsus2
And maybe I am wondering
		       Fsus2
Maybe I m wondering

    Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
If I follow the sound of my voice
         Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
And I live in a world of my choice
		           D  	  	 Gm
Then when I m old if I m lucky
	         Cm		              Bb		 F
And the years have gone by
			            Gm (intro)
I can look back and smile
I can look back and smile

	  	      Cm			                	 Bb



 Cause all we have is what we have to give away
	     Cm D#  D	        		      D#			           F
And all we need is to feel it all come back one day   heyheyhey

			         Gm 
But it seems so far away
			               Bbsus2
Like a vision in some kind of dream
				                 	 Gm
Where I m looking myself in the eye in the mirror
		         	 Bbsus2
And maybe I am wondering
		
              Fsus2
Maybe I m wondering

        Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
If I follow the sound of my voice
        Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
And I live in a world of my choice
		             D  		 Gm
Then when I m old if I m lucky
	          Cm	             Bb		 F
And the years have gone by
			            Gm
Will I look back and cry

       Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
If I follow the sound of my voice
         Cm		   D# 	        Bbsus2
And I live in a world of my choice
		             D  		 Gm
Then when I m old if I m lucky
	         Cm		             Bb		 F
And the years have gone by

			  Gm (intro)
I can look back and smile
I can look back and smile
I can look back and smile
I can look back and smile

For my best mate Robbe, Merry christmas dude. 
Always keep on going. 
Egon


